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A NOTE ON VAN DER POL'S EQUATION
517.93

by N. G. de BRUUN
Summary
In a recent paper Shohat applied a method of Lindstedt to
van der Pol's equation, both for small and for large values of s.
His work on the cases>> I is criticized here. This criticism is partly
based on a theorem on analyticity proved here, and partly on a
continuation of Shoha t's own calculations.

Van der Pol's well-known differential equation
2

~ ~2 dt

e du (1 - u 2 )
dt

+u =

1)

0

(1)

was the object of recent investigations by Shohat 2 ). In part B of his
paper Shohat succesfully applies a method of Lindstedt, which leads
to approximations_ for the periodic solutions in the case 0 < e << 1. He
obtains, on normalizing the solutions by the conditions u' (0) = 0, u(O) > 0:
u(t)
x

=
=

2 cos x + e sin 3 x+ e2 (- -A
- cosx +-f';;-cos 3x--ef1J-cos 5x) + ...
2
vt , v = 1 - -fir e

+ ... ,

t 2
)()

assuming that an expansion of the type (14) exists.
In the present paper we will give a few more terms, in order to obtain
numerical evidence to judge Shohat's expansions for the case s >> 1
(part C of his paper). But we shall first prove a theorem about the analytic
behaviour of the periodic solutions *) in the neighbourhood of s = 0. Its
main result is that an expansion of the type (14) exists indeed.
Theorem
There exists a number a> 0, and functions v(s), u(t, s), of the complex
variables s and t, such that
1) v(s) is analytic, and satisfies ;r,/2 < lv(s)\ < 3n for \sj < a.
2) For Is! < a, ltl < Sn, the function u(t, s) is analytic, and satisfies
the differential equation (1).
3) For any e (\sl <a), u (t, s) can be continued analytically to a periodic function oft, with period v(e ), in the infinite strip /1m

,:~:~It l< 4 n.

4) (d/dt) u(t, s) = 0 for t = 0, \sl <a.
5) Neither v(c:), nor u(t, s) is identically zero.
Moreover, the function u(t, s) is uniquely determined by these conditions,
apart from a mere change of sign.
*) Here we only deal with periodicity, anrl do not care about stability.
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Proof
Let R be a bounded region in the complex µ-plane. The solutions of (1)
being analytic everywhere if e = 0, it follows from a theorem of Poincare
on differential equations with a parameter 3) that a positive number a 1
exists, such that for any s(jel < a 1 ) and anyµ in R, a uniquely determined
function G(t, µ, e) satisfies (1) for ltl < Sn, with the initial values

G(O, µ, s)

=

µ,

(~
at

G(t, µ,

s))

t=o

=

0.

(3)

Moreover, G(t, µ, e) is an analytic function oft, µ and e within the regions
under consideration.
We have G(t, 0, c:) = 0 identically in t and e (zero-solution of (l)); hence
the function

H(t, µ, c:)

1 0
G(t, µ, s)
µ at

= - -

is analytic forµ in R, ltl < Sn, lc:I < a 1 •
G(t, µ, 0) satisfies the equation u"
(3), G(t, µ, 0) = µ cost. It follows that

+u=

H(2n, µ, 0)

=

0, and hence we have, by

0.

(4}

Moreover, by application of (1),

oH

at

=

!

µ

o2G =

ot2

I Se oG (1 µ (

at

c2) -

d.
)

Thus we find fore = 0 and t = 2n

oH =_µcos 2n = _ 1 :f 0 .
at
µ

(S}

Owing to (4) and (S), t can be solved from the equation H(t, µ, s) = 0 in
the neighbourhood of e = 0, t = 2n:
t

= rp(µ, c:), rp(µ, 0) = 2n,

(6}

where rp(µ, c:) is an~lytic forµ in R, le:! < a2 (a 2 , a 3 , ••• denote ~ufficiently
.small positive numbers). Substituting this in H(t, µ , c:) = 0 we obtain

~; (rp(µ, c:), µ, c:) =

0 (µin R, lc:I

<

a3)

.

(7)

We next determineµ to satisfy G(rp (µ, c:), µ, s) =µ.For e = 0 we have
G(rp (µ, 0), µ, 0) = µ cos 2n = µ; hence the function y(µ, s), defined by
K(µ, c:) = G(rp (µ, c:), µ, e) = µ + c: y(µ, c:)
(8)
is analytic forµ in R, lc:I < a 3 • We try to find an analytic function e(c:),
such that y(e(c:), c:) = 0 identically in s(lel

< a 4 ). Necessary therefore is that

y(µ, c:) = 0 for e = 0, µ = e(O),
and sufficient is that, in addition to (9),
0

oµ y(µ, c:) ":/- 0 for s = 0, µ = e(O).

(9)

(10)
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.

By (8), we have for arbitrary µ ,

~

oK

=

y(µ, 0)

~

(µ, 0) .

(11)

By (8) and (7)

0
0
~K
(µ,e) = ( , _Gt (t,µ,8) -~<p + ,.G (t,µ, 8))
= (0,.G (t,µ , 8))
• (12)
v8
v
v8
l=rp(µ,e)
v8
l = 'll(.lt,e}
<J8

The function oG/08 (t, µ, 8) satisfies the equation

~ oG _ 8 (l-G2) ~ oG + 2 8 G oG oG _ oG (l-G2)

ot2

08

ot 08

ot 08

which is obtained by substituting u
with respect to

G = G(t, µ, 0)

Now take

8.

=

8

ot

oG = O

+ 08

G(t, µ, 8) in (1), and differentiating

=

= 0. Putting y(t) = oG (t , µ, 0) , and using

08

µ cos t, we obtain

y" + y = - µ sin t (1 - p 2 cos2 t).
By (3) we havey(O) = 0,y'(O)
can find y(2n) as follows:
2n

y(2:n) = ycost

I
0

Jy

2n

0

0

2n

y' sin t

0

sin 2 t -

µ3

2n

I - f y" sin t dt =

0

J (µ

J y' costdt =

sintdt+

2n

2n

(13)

0. Without solving (13) explicitly we

=

2n:

=-

= - J y sin t dt +
=

'

2n

-

0

f

(y" + y) sin t dt =

0

sin2 t cos2 t) dt = n(µ-t µ 3 )

•

0

By (11), (12), and (6) we now have

y(µ, 0) = y(2n) = n(µ

- t

µ 3)

;

~
y(µ, 0) =
oµ

n(l -

t

µ 2 ).

To satisfy (9), e(O) can only attain the values 0, 2 or __:2. In these cases
also (10) turns out to hold true. It follows that y (µ, 8) = 0 has exactly three
solutions as power series in 8, which we denote by ei(8), e2(e), e3(s), respectively. The first one is identically zero. Namely, G(t, 0, e) vanishes
identically {zero solution of (1)), and hence (by (8)), y(O, e) vanishes as
well. Furthermore, e 2 (s) = 2 + ... and e 3 (s) = -2 + ... satisfy e 2 (e) =
-e 3 (e). For, the left-hand side of (1) upon substituting -u for u changing
sign only, we have successively G(t, µ, e) = -G(t,-µ, e), <p(µ, e) = <p(-µ, e),

y(µ, e)

= -y (-µ, e).

Now the functions

'Vk(E)

=

cp(ek(s), s),

Uk(t, e)

=

G(t, ek(8), 8),

(k

=

1, 2, 3)

are easily seen to satisfy the conditions 1), 2), 4) of our theorem for a suffi·ciently small. Since Uk(t, e) = µand u'k(t, 8) = 0 fort= 0 as well as for
t = n.(e), Uk(t + v(e), e) and uk(t, e) satisfy the same differential equation
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and initial conditions. It follows that, for jej < a4 , u(t, e) can be continued
to a periodic function oft, with period Vk(e), in a region, consisting of the
circles jt- m v1,(e)j < Sn (m = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... ). If lei< a 5, this region
contains the strip mentioned in our theorem *).
The function u 1 (t, e) vanishes identically, since G(t, 0, e) does so. Furthermore v2 (e) = v3 (e) and u 2 (t, e) = -u3 (t, e). u 2 and u 3 do not vanish
identically, as follows from Uz(O, e) = (!2(e), ez (0) = 2.
We shall next prove that u(t, e) is uniquely determined by the conditions 1)-5), apart from change of sign. It follows from our proof that
u 1, u 2 , and u 3 are the only periodic solutions, depending analytically on e,
as far as their period v(e) satisfies v(O) = 2n. But we cannot find new
analytic solutions with other values of v(O). For, at any rate, if a solution
u(t, e) with period v(e) is given, we have, unless u vanishes identically,
H(v (e), µ, e) = H(O, µ, e) = 0 for µ = u(O, e). Sin.ce H(t, µ, 0) = --sin t,
we find 0 = H(v (0), u (0, 0), 0) · = -sin v(O). It follows that v(O) is a
multiple of n. Furthermore G(v (e), µ, e) /µ. = •l for 1;, = p(e) = u(O, e).
Since G(t, µ, 0) = µ cos t, this implies that v(O) is an even multiple of n.
Moreover, v(O) cannot be 0. For, in analogy to (4) and (5), we should
have H

=

0,

0

0~ + 0

for t

=

0, µ = µ(O), e = 0. This implies that the

solution of H(t, µ, e) = 0, for given µ = µ(O), would be uniquely determined in the neighbourhood oft= 0. Since, as we saw before, H(v (e),µ , e) =
H(O, µ, e) = 0, it follows that v(e) would vanish identically.
We can treat the remaining case v(O) = 2nm (m = 2, 3, ... ) in the
same way as we did, in the body of our proof, with v(O) = 2n. The result
is that there are exactly three periodic solutions depending analytically
on s. But our functions Uk(t, e) with periods v1. (e) (vk(O) = 2n) also have
the periods m Vk(e); hence they are identical with the periodic solutions
just mentioned. Thus our statement concerning uniqueness is completely
proved.
It should be noted that 1'k(c) and Uk(t, e) are real for real t and e. It is well
known that van der Pol's equation admits exactly one normalized
(u(O) > 0, u'(O) = 0) real solution with real period for any real i:: > 0.
It follows that, for Is! sufficiently small, this solution is our.u 2 (t, e).Moreover, the solution usually consider ed has the analyticity properties mentioned in our theorem.
It is not difficult to extend our considerations to the equation
u" - e u' F(u, u'}

+u=

0,

in which F(u, u') is a polynomial in u and u'. We then obtain
2,,

y(µ , 0) = µ

J sin2 t

F(µ cost, - µsin t) dt .

0

Again, to any root of y (µ , 0) there corresponds a periodic solution depending analytically ori e, provided

that~ y(p,
oµ

0)

'=f. 0 for that root.

*) We notice here, that the constant 4n is not essential. We can replace it by any other
positive number d, provided that a is t aken sufficiently small. However , the choice of
this a may depend on d.

1\-,
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! ·~

Shoha t's expression (2) may be looked upon as the first few terms of the
normalized non-zero solution of (1 ), when expanded into a power series

+ e ip (x) + e 1p (x) + ...
1 + b e + b e + b e + ...

u(t) = u(t, e) = ip 0 (x)
x

=

vt, v

=

2

1

2

1
2

2

(14)

3

3

From the preceding analysis it follows that both series are convergent
for sufficiently small values of e, though their exact radii of convergence
are not known.
The equation (1) being unchanged by the transformation t ..+ --t,
e..+ -e, we have, according to Shohat, u(-x, - e) = u(x, e_), and
v(e) = ~'(-e). Hence 1fo, ip 2 , 1p 4 , ••• are even, and 1f1 , ip 3 , 1p 5 , ••• are odd
functions of x, whilst b1 = b3 = b5 = ... = 0.
We extended Shohat's calculations, and found in the next step*)
ip 3 =

- :i-1. 1; sin

+ -lr!n sin 3x -

x

rP·hrsin 5x + f>hr sin 7x.

After that, we computed b4 in two ways. The first time we took the fifth
step according to S h o- h at' s scheme; the second time we used "Parse v al' s
formula" , proved in Shohat's paper:

J; (v 2 n 2 - 1) (an 2 + {Jn2 )

= 0,

n=I

in which a,.(= an(e)) and (3,. (= {Jn(e)) are the coefficients of

u(x, e) = a 1 cos x

+ {3

1

sin x

+a

2

cos 2x

+ {3

2

sin 2x

+ ...

Both ways gave the same result:

b4

=

:r-i -h.

(15)

It will be clear that the calculations of the next steps become more and
more extensive. It is still possible to compute 1.p 4 with a reasonable amount
of labour, but it seemed to us too laborious to calculate further coefficients
of the series for v(e), in which lies our primary interest for the present
purpose. So, for the moment, we have to content ourselves with b4 •
In part C of his paper, Shohat introduces a modification of his original method, which he claims to be useful fore >> I. It leads to expansions
into powers of A= e/(1
e).
He finds

+

- 2 COSX
x = vt , (1

U-

+, . +
+
3
+ e) v = 1 + A + H A. + -}-(; A. + ... ,
JLSln 3 X

12 ( -·H·
l
JL

COSX

ii
Ti;COS

2

3

fi COS
X-1rn·

5X

+ .

Sln 3 X )

+

••• ,

and observes this to correspond formally to his expansions into powers of e.
But this cannot surprise us. Since u(t) and v(e) are analytic functions of e
in the neighbourhood of e = 0, they are, for small IA.I, analytic functions
of A. as well. Hence (16) may be looked upon as the first few terms of a power
series in ascending powers of A that can be calculated directly from the
power series (14) by putting e = A/(1-A.). Using (15) we obtain
*) As Shohat's calculations are given in detail in his paper, we omit ours here. Our
results can easily he found according to Shohat's scheme. Besides, it would he hardly
possible to print our calculations for the fourth, and partially for the fifth step of
Shohat's scheme. without repeating his calculations for the first three steps.

(16)
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+ s) v = 1 + A.+ ~ g ;.2 + H

;_3

+ HH ;_4 + in~- ;_5 + . . .

(17)

S ho hat observes that the value of v, calculated from the first four terms
of this series, for all positive values of s, are in striking accordance with
experimental and theoretical results of van der Pol and Lienard.
So, for instance, these authors 4 ) prove that for s ~ oo the product sv
tends to 2:n: (3-ln 4)-1 = 3.89, and Shohat's four terms give sv !:::::! 3.75.
But on taking six terms of (17) we obtain values for v that are for larger
s more and more in disagreement with van der Pol's and Lienard's
results. Fors~ oo we would obtain, on taking six terms: sv ~ 4.78.
So, in our opinion, the value of the series (17) is illusory for s large, and
the agreement between Shohat's sum of four terms and the earlier
experimental and theoretical results must be considered as merely accidental. If the series (17) had a radius of convergence smaller than 1, it would
have no sense at all for A. = 1. And if it were convergent for A = 1, there
would he no reason why four terms should give a better result than six.
If the radius of convergence were = 1, the function (s
1) v would be
regular in the domain IA.I < 1, that is Res> - ~- Since v(s) = v(-s).
this would imply that the function were regularly anlytic for all real and
complex values of s, and consequently the series v (s) = 1 b2 s 2 b4 s4
would converge everywhere. This does not seem very probable * ), though
we have no evidence against it.
Anyhow, for A. = 1, the series (17) is not absolutely convergent. If this
were the case, the function (1
s) v would he uniformly bounded in the
domain IA.I< 1 (or Re s > -t). Hence it would be uniformly hounded
for alls, and thus reduce to a constant. This is impossible.
Although the first six coefficients of (17) are positive (and even steadily
decreasing), it cannot be true that all its coefficient are positive. This would
imply either the absolute convergence for A.= l, or that (1
s) v were not
uniformly hounded for s > a. The latter is in disagreement with van
der Pol's and Lienard's results.

+

+

+

+ ...

+

+

*) It can be proved, that the function v(6) is analytic at any real value of 6, but this does
not imply the convergence of its power series (14) for those values of 6.

Eindhoven, August 1946.
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